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NO BOUNDARIES

ATMs

Superior Audio/Video Systems

SEICO recognizes the need for dependable,
trustworthy, and secure ATM machines for your
financial institution. Your customer needs a
user-friendly machine, while you require
the peace of mind that your ATM and its assets
remain safely secured.

From modern,
lightweight wireless
headsets to
multi-lane audio
and video control
systems, we ensure
the clearest possible voice
and visual communications
with customers. Marketing and
advertising messages can also be implemented,
utilizing the two-way video at the drive-up.

We carry Nautilus Hyosung ATMs and offer
additional anti-skimming devices to help protect
customers and prevent
fraudulent activity. Nautilus
Hyosung is a leading provider
of ATM technology and
solutions. The company’s vertical
integration development
model and customer-centric
philosophy delivers peak
performance, high reliability, and
an overall enhanced value for
your financial institution.

SEICO SECURES ATMs
With intrusion and hold-up systems, SEICO can
protect the carriers, equipment, and other critical
components of your financial institution’s ATM
machines. All potential areas of fraud, to include
card skimming, are secured through our unique
method of applying these advanced technologies
to fit your institution’s specific needs. It’s important
to be one step ahead and we can help keep
you there.

Upgrade Your Drive-up System
SEICO does it all
from Installing
a completely
new system or
providing service
for an existing
drive-up system to
custom interfacing
advanced drive-up audio system wireless headset
technology.
Need a system upgrade? Hamilton Safe has
combined the best features of two successful
drive-up systems in a new model: the HA1000-XLR.
Optimized for use in banking, pharmaceutical,
and retail applications, this stainless steel system
integrates improved functionality and dual user
input locations in a sleek and weather-resistant
exterior.
From pneumatic tubes to deal drawers and
windows, we provide industry standard systems
with outstanding performance and reliability.

ONE SOURCE FOR BANKING EQUIPMENT & SECURITY
Hyper-Secure Night Depository Equipment

One Source for Safes & Vaults

Walk-up or drive-up Hamilton depositories are
mechanical, not electric, so service is virtually
eliminated. We provide many options for night
depository equipment, including
Depository Access Control
Systems that provide an extra
layer of security and an audit
trail for your commercial
deposits. These advanced
night depositories with
access control security
help eliminate fraudulent
activity by recording
video of the person making the deposit, and the
deposit bag entering the safe, and even recording
the time of deposit.

SEICO offers modular custom or standard UL
fire-rated safes and teller receivers for any
configuration. Complete interiors are available
including cash lockers, teller drawer storage, and
night depositories. Custom colors are available at
no extra charge. And thanks to Hamilton security,
our safes are designed to meet even the highest
security standards. Plus, all safe & vault equipment is
customizable to maximize your space!

Safe Deposit Boxes — Second to None
Our entire safe deposit box lineup is made in
American factories. We also drill out locks for
replacement, making it easier to prepare the box
for another renter. Give your clients round-the-clock
access to their box contents resulting in a better,
more convenient service to reduce the costs
associated with
traditional SDBs
through SafeStore
Auto—an automated
self-service system for
safe deposit boxes.

Undercounter Cabinetry & Germ Shields
FENCO and KORDEN are customer favorites when
it comes to durable,
well-made teller line
undercounter cabinetry
for banks. A wide
range of cabinet colors
are available or we
can match your own
custom color scheme. If your undercounter system
needs new accessories, ask us about which FENCO
products could easily be integrated. FENCO has
recently introduced a durable line of germ shields
for bank lobbies and offices.

BANK EQUIPMENT

Security Systems: Get the Whole
Package for Your Facilities
SEICO brings to the table more than 200 years
of accumulated experience in the related fields
of installation and maintenance of integrated
security systems. A family-owned company that
provides services throughout Illinois, Iowa, Missouri,
Indiana, Wisconsin and beyond, SEICO provides
high-quality security systems without losing the
ability to customize solutions to fit customer
specification and facility challenges. We provide free
engineering, design, consultation and specifications
services through our sales, engineering and project
management staff.
SEICO Security is trusted by banks and credit
unions to deliver security, surveillance, and peace
of mind. Since 1972, we’ve been providing security
systems, access control systems, video surveillance,
photo ID, burglar/fire alarm systems, and alarm
monitoring as an integrated solution to our banking
equipment. Every system we provide is custom
designed and engineered to meet your individual
security challenges, regardless of the size of your
organization.
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